New parameters in assessment of human donor corneal stroma.
To provide quantitative parameters for assessment of human donor corneal stroma by imaging stromal features of diseased and normal human corneas with full-field optical coherence microscopy (FFOCM), using confocal microscopy (CM) and histology as reference techniques. Bowman's layer (BL) thickness and keratocyte density were assessed ex vivo in 23 human donor corneas and 27 human pathological corneas (keratoconus and other corneal disorders) with FFOCM, CM and histology. Stromal backscattering was assessed with FFOCM. Additionally, 10 normal human corneas were assessed in vivo with CM. In FFOCM, the logarithm of the normalized stromal reflectivity was a linear function of stromal depth (R2 = 0.95) in human donor corneas. Compared with keratoconus corneas, human donor corneas featured higher BL thickness (p = 0.0014) with lower coefficient of variation (BL-COV; p = 0.0002), and linear logarithmic stromal reflectivity with depth (higher R2 , p = 0.0001). Compared with other corneal disorders, human donor corneas featured lower BL-COV (p = 0.012) and higher R2 (p = 0.0001). Using the 95% confidence limits of the human donor cornea group, BL thickness < 6.5 μm (sensitivity, 57%; specificity, 100%), BL-COV > 18.6% (79%; 100%) and R2 < 0.94 (93%; 71%) were revealed as indictors of abnormal cornea. In CM, keratocyte density decreased with stromal depth (r = -0.56). The mean overall keratocyte density (cells/mm2 ) was 205 in human donor corneas, 244 in keratoconus, 176 in other corneal disorders and 386 in normal corneas. Full-field optical coherence microscopy (FFOCM) provides precise and reliable parameters for non-invasive assessment of human donor corneal stroma during storage, enabling detection of stromal disorders that could impair the results of keratoplasty.